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Pocket Guide For Lactation
Management

Pocket Guide for Lactation Management, Second Edition is the perfect resource for the variety of
situations commonly encountered by those working with lactating and breastfeeding mothers and
their babies. Conveniently organized by the issue that the healthcare provider will meet, it helps
caregivers quickly resolve key challenges, such as babies who arenâ€™t gaining weight fast
enough, mothers with sore nipples, and basic sucking problems. Quick reference charts, algorithms,
and diagrams assist the caregiver in quickly determining whether they have assessed the situation
correctly. Designed for use by an interdisciplinary array of caregivers in practice settings, Pocket
Guide for Lactation Management, Second Edition contains updated references, new
evidence-based strategies for problem resolution, and a user-friendly appendix.
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This book is required for my Certifed Lactation Counselors training. I ordered it early to ensure I
could thoroughly review and read it before my class started. The information included is exactly
what I need to stick in my work bag and flip through as needed. The information is easy to access
and concise. This is not a clinical book, which I appreciate as I do not want to approach laction
management as pathological perspective.I will be keeping this book on my person for further
reference and assimilation of counseling techniques.

I needed this for my CLC class and didn't buy the printed version in time from the school. Turns out

to work out for the best as the books were lost in transit with the schools shipper and I was one of
the only ones in class with a book. Only thing is the page #'s don't line up with the book so in our
lecture when it'd be noted to find something on such and such page in our book it was never right.

Used the Pocket Guide to help attain my certification for Lactation Counselor, and was amazed at
the ease of use. It really flows well as a "guide," with tabs printed within the page edges so you can
get right to what you are seeking. Good illustrations and great appendices. Charts and tables are
easy and quick to read. Content extremely informative.

Will be using for my lactation course and work...was pleased with the layout and ease of finding
information, but wish the paper of the pages were a little thicker. I feel like I will wear this one out
fast!

Packed with current information, handy, nice spiral binding. I would recommend this for nursing
students, new grads, and those working LDRP, M/B, and experienced IBCLC's, CLS, CLC's who
want to update their practice.

A few good reminders and dispel of some common myths people associate with breast feeding. As
a Mom who breast fed two kids for over 12 months, so many years ago...I was glad for the review
for the certification.

Every LC or breastfeeding support person should have this. I've been in lactation for 6 years, and
I"ve already referenced the weight gain and catch-up charts with some weight-issue kids this month.
It's now in my travel bag--I don't leave for home visits without it!

I use this Pocket guide as a textbook in a Peer Counselor training course. The students love it and
find it easy to use. The format makes it easy to carry everywhere.
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